Regression Models for Ordinal Data:
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Ordered categorical data, or simply ordinal data, are commonplace in scientific disciplines where humans
are used as measurement instruments. Examples include school gradings, ratings of preference in consumer
studies, degree of tumor involvement in MR images and animal fitness in field ecology. Cumulative link
models (Agresti, 2002) are a powerful model class for such data since observations are treated rightfully
as categorical, the ordered nature is exploited and the flexible regression framework allows in-depth analyses. A pertinent latent variable interpretation of cumulative link models is an important aspect in many
applications in sensometrics, psychometrics and other social sciences. Cumulative link (mixed) models are
implemented in functions clm and clmm in package ordinal (Christensen, 2011).
The MASS function polr is a popular implementation of basic cumulative link models taking its name
from the proportional odds model—a cumulative link model with a logit link. clm and clmm extends polr
in a number of ways by allowing for random effects, scale effects, nominal effects, flexible link functions
and structured thresholds, further, several estimation methods are available including a fast Newton scheme.
Mixed effects models are estimated with standard Gauss-Hermite quadrature, the highly accurate adaptive
Gauss-Hermite quadrature or the flexible Laplace approximation accommodating nested as well as crossed
random effect structures.
Collectively these options facilitate a fuller analysis of ordinal data. The model framework embrace locationscale models (McCullagh, 1980; Cox, 1995), allows for so-called partial proportional odds (Peterson and
Harrell Jr., 1990), facilitates inference for the link function (Genter and Farewell, 1985) and allows assessment of linearity of the response scale. profile likelihood methods help visualize the likelihood function
and provide accurate confidence intervals via a confint method. dropterm, addterm and anova
methods facilitate model comparison. The implementation is primarily in R-code with computer intensive
parts in C.
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